IMPACT REPORT
Case study of a one-year pilot of the resale service ‘UniGreenScheme’, at the University of Birmingham.
Number of items sold

1,288
Weight (kg) diverted into re-use

27,687
CO2e (kg) saved through re-use

95,255
Staff time saved

898 hours
Number of UK universities,
colleges and schools who
bought equipment

42
Sales rebates received by the
University of Birmingham (£)

£ 15,483
Net financial benefit for the
University of Birmingham (£)

£ 44,561
Net financial savings for the
research industry (£)

£ 116,561
“As a recent University of Birmingham graduate, I was extremely proud to work with the university,
tackling this problem. Every-week our team was on campus sifting through store-rooms and directly
preventing waste.” – Michael McLeod, Managing Director of UniGreenScheme.

THE PROBLEM
University research facilities are fast changing and dynamic. New equipment is regularly purchased to
support ever changing priorities, and the need to maintain world class facilities means that equipment
can quickly age in favour of newer, more
sensitive instruments.
Until recently, the only routes to clearing
obsolete equipment from facilities was
internal reuse (with often limited success) or
waste disposal. In an effort to avoid waste
disposal, university staff often choose to
store obsolete equipment for many years.
Over time, out-dated and redundant
equipment can accumulate in facilities, which
is particularly a problem with the limited
storage space that the university has.
Obsolete research equipment can often be found on
windowsills, in laboratory cupboards or store-rooms.
This fractionator had sat unused for over five years.

THE UNIGREENSCHEME SOLUTION
To tackle this problem, the University of Birmingham signed a framework agreement in April 2016 with
UniGreenScheme – an equipment resale service. UniGreenScheme would collect surplus equipment from
the university, process it for sale and return a share of the profits to the university.
UniGreenScheme indemnified the university against all product liability for the testing and onward
distribution of the equipment, thus protecting the university from risk.

UniGreenScheme made 48 collections
from the university campus over the
course of a year.

The equipment was processed and sold on by
UniGreenScheme to research facilities worldwide,
including many UK universities and schools.

It was hoped that the UniGreenScheme resale service would prevent waste through external reuse and
increase financial efficiency by providing rebates on unwanted equipment.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

37,585

27,687

95,255

Weight (kg) items collected

Weight (kg) items sold

CO2e (kg) savings from items
sold

UniGreenScheme had a substantial environmental benefit over the pilot trial, diverting a sizeable 27
tonnes of equipment from waste disposal into re-use through resale. Given that current re-use services
on the market typically reduce waste by 30,000kg or less, this waste diversion compares favourably.
Based on the sold items, the CO2e (kg) savings of re-use are around 90,281kg. This calculation is based on
the WRAP BOR2 tool for household electricals. Given the vast complexity of scientific instruments, this
saving is likely a substantial under-estimate, and
specific tools for measuring the CO2e benefit of reusing scientific equipment are currently being
developed by UniGreenScheme.
A further 9,900kg of equipment was collected by
UniGreenScheme but not sold. On average the
equipment takes over 3 months to sell, so this
‘unsold’ figure represents equipment collected but
still held in storage.
9,900kg of collected equipment is still held at
UniGreenScheme’s storage facility, awaiting sale.

Weight (kg) of Items Sold, Collected and Co2e
School / College

Collected
Weight (kg)

Sold Weight (kg) Sold Co2e
savings (kg)

Volume (m3)
Collected

College of Life and
Environmental Sciences

7,594

4,300

14,081

91.4

College of Medicine
and Dentistry

7,008

5,017

16,355

57.9

14,071

10,962

35,736

179.3

8,912

7,408

29,053

215.2

37,585

27,687

95,255

543.8

College of Engineering
and Physical Sciences
Other departments
Total

Over the course of a year, UniGreenScheme collected 543 cubic metres of equipment equivalent to 88
eight yard (6.12m3) builders skips.

CASE STUDY
The teaching laboratories at the School of Electronic Engineering were being upgraded, making over 150
instruments redundant. A large proportion of the surplus instruments were CRT oscilloscopes which were
unsuitable for internal re-use.

Before and after photographs of the lab clearout.
Rather than disposal, the resale of these instruments:
•
•
•

Prevented 2.9 tonnes of equipment waste.
Avoided the need for an estimated 3-4 waste electrical skips.
Provided the department with over £2,000 on equipment rebates.

"I think UniGreenScheme is a wonderful idea. In the past, we just did not have the
possibility of resale available to us."- Donna Johnson, School of Electronic Engineering

PILOT LEARNINGS
The initial service plan focused on lab equipment, due to it’s high resale value and complex re-use
challenges. But during the pilot, the potential to sell a diverse range of assets became apparent.
Essentially it became possible to recover resale value through almost anything deemed ‘valuable’.
This ‘Scale Model Oilrig’
was destined for disposal
during a clearout.
But through
UniGreenScheme it was
sold, packed and
exported to a Norwegian
Oil-rig Photographer for
over £1,000.
This excellent condition shed was dismantled
and sold for over £350 by UniGreenScheme.

FINANCIAL IMPACT

£15,438

£29,123

£44,561

Total rebates paid to
University (£)

Estimated savings for
University (£)

Net financial benefit for the
University (£)

UniGreenScheme paid £15,438 to the University of Birmingham from sales providing a clear and
indisputable financial benefit to the university. This benefit is especially true given there is no monthly or
annual ‘charge’ to use UniGreenScheme – and the service is guaranteed at zero cost or better.

But in addition, UniGreenScheme’s comprehensive service dismantling
and removing equipment saves valuable staff time and avoids disposal
costs.
An estimated 878 staff hours were saved through UniGreenScheme, as
this was the number of hours spent on site collecting or planning
projects.
Based on the universities median hourly salary, this work alone saved
the University £13,129

Financial Benefit to the University
School/College

Rebates
paid (£)

Disposal savings
(£)

Staff time
savings (£)

Net financial
benefit to Univ

College of Life and
Environmental Sciences

£3,123.00

£2,688.12

£6,420.81

£12,231.93

College of Medicine and
Dentistry

£1,656.50

£1,702.80

£1,209.66

£4,568.96

College of Engineering and
Physical Sciences

£9,170.00

£5,272.20

£3,120.79

£17,562.99

Other

£1,488.50

£6,331.00

£2,377.79

£10,197.29

Total

£15,438.00

£15,994.12

£13,129.05

£44,561.17

‘'With their reliable and robust system in place, it is very refreshing to know that
Michael and the UniGreenScheme team are on hand to remove and resell pieces of
kit for us, rather than us being forced to dispose of them’’ - Antony Jones, Scientific Facilities Manager,
School of Biosciences.

CASE STUDY
A Minerals Processing Lab in the School of
Chemical Engineering fell out of use and
become a store-room for unwanted kit. They
were faced with a tight deadline for clearance.
When UniGreenScheme became involved the
room was so full that access was impossible.
Over 6 visits, UniGreenScheme cleared the
room, then cleaned and removed the bulky
equipment. Each machine sold for over £1,000.

Rather than disposal, the resale of these machines:
•
•
•

Prevented 2.6 tonnes of equipment waste.
Avoided the need for the university to organise bulky / specialist removal and disposal.
Provided the department with over £2,500 on equipment rebates.

"Not only does UniGreenScheme save me valuable time it reduces waste, increases
recycling and generates income for the School." - Mala Patel, School of Chemical Engineering.

PILOT LEARNINGS
During the pilot, a large proportion of the equipment sold was destined for imminent disposal. But there
was also a sizeable proportion diverted out of
storage into resale. This was not initially expected.
It is not yet known what the financial benefits of the
6,500+ sq ft of cleared storage space would be. But
it is possible the greatest benefit of a resale service
is the ability to clear store-rooms, and prevent or
slow the accumulation of equipment in the future.

This department had a corridor full of high-value surplus equipment stored for over a decade in an effort
to avoid disposal. UniGreenScheme offered a new alternative to ‘Storage or Disposal’.

EXTERNAL IMPACTS

£72,000

42+

£2.38m / year

Estimated savings for the
external research industry.

Numbers of educational
organisations buying secondhand

Potential savings for the
university sector.

•

If replicated across the sector (extrapolated by total expenditure), UniGreenScheme could save UK
universities over £2m per year at the current service level. This alone is worth pursuit.

•

But as the pilot evolved, the knock-on savings of buying used equipment for other research
organizations became apparent. Numerous research organisations were able to purchase highquality equipment through UniGreenScheme, that they might not be able to afford to buy new.

•

In addition, ten UK universities purchased University of Birmingham equipment, along with 27
Schools and Colleges. This would have cost the public sector substantially more to purchase new.

“I have to say I am really impressed with the equipment we have bought, and the service” – Paul
Buchanan, Dublin City University.
The 2015 Sodexo MAMP Case study by WRAP estimated that research facilities could save 40% on capital
costs buying second-hand equipment. UniGreenScheme’s net sales were £108,331, so the saving to other
research organisations vs buying new is estimated at around £72,000 for this project.
Based on these figures, if UniGreenScheme were rolled out across the sector, the full potential saving
for the research industry vs business as usual is a substantial £6.2m / year.

CASE STUDY
Andrew Barnes of Geochemic LTD needed to buy a rock crusher, but
they cost £10-15k new and he couldn’t afford this. But he was able to
purchase one from UniGreenScheme for £3,500 and as a result get his
research business of the ground.
“As a start-up, keeping costs down is essential. We have
found purchasing used equipment is the best way to save on
large purchases with equipment being available at a fraction
of the value of buying new.
Our purchases from Uni Green Scheme include sample
crushers, splitters, stirrers, peristaltic pumps and recirculating
coolers helping our laboratory and business develop.” –
Andrew Barnes, Managing Director of Geochemic LTD

MARKET FIT
UniGreenScheme is a new service, and it is important to verify that any benefits seen in the pilot would
not disrupt other re-use solutions already active in the market.
For example, the donation of surplus equipment has become increasingly common in the sector and is
clearly an effective way to redistribute highly desirable equipment or assets such as office furniture. The
University of Birmingham uses an internal free exchange service to redeploy equipment internally.
But much of the equipment sold by UniGreenScheme was not suited for internal or external donation, as
it was in low demand and required a long-storage time and global distribution network for re-deployment.
Less than 5% of the equipment collected by UniGreenScheme sold within one month, and more than
half of the equipment collected took more than six months to sell.

Proportion of equipment sold per month vs collected
Activity

Proportion sold by month

Cumulated % Sold

Month 1

4.1%

4.1%

Month 2

6.3%

10.4%

Month 3

11.5%

21.9%

Month 4

7.8%

29.7%

Month 5

10%

39.7%

Month 6

11.5%

51.2%

Based on the pilot trial, it was rare that a facility could store a piece of equipment for even one month –
so in many cases, it would not be possible to store for the necessary length of time to find a new owner.
•

During the pilot, UniGreenScheme made 12 collections (25% of total collections), where the
deadline between first contact and project completion was an incredibly limited 48 hours notice.

“We often get phone calls from staff who have a 2-3 day deadline to clear a lorry-load of mixed equipment
from all manner of research fields, all untested, that has been sat in storage for many years.” – Michael
McLeod, Managing Director of UniGreenScheme.

UniGreenScheme also reported that in many cases, lowering the price did not increase sales turnover and
a long-lead time was a necessary requirement to find a buyer needing that specific equipment or part.
•

Across their university customer base, UniGreenScheme made numerous collections where the
university had been unable to give away the equipment to local charities, schools or colleges.

Another market solution sometimes used is to sell equipment directly. But the resources that must be
invested to prepare equipment for resale are substantial.
For every one hour spent removing equipment, a further 3 hours was spent by UniGreenScheme in sales,
processing and distribution. This time might include safety testing, repairs or dismantling for parts,
sourcing manuals and software, operational testing, photographing, and packing for distribution.

Hours spent processing each item:
Activity

UniGreenScheme staff hours per item:

Total hours

Collection

0.46

520

Processing

0.32

356

Listing

0.45

500

Packaging

0.22

248

Other

0.40

456

Total

1.85

2,080

Given the tight time-constraints that university staff already have, engaging in the regular resale of
equipment is unlikely to be viable considering the resource-intensity of the activity.
UniGreenScheme does not appear to replace current market options such as the internal exchange
scheme, but appears to fill a gap where neither donation nor direct resale would be otherwise viable.
It is likely that maximal reuse and efficiency will only be achieved by combining UniGreenScheme’s
resale model, with the exchange/donation model and other initiatives such as equipment pooling.

IMPACT SUMMARY
The UniGreenScheme pilot demonstrated the potential of a ‘resale’ model for used equipment in UK
universities. The total £40,500 net savings to the university, and the further £72,000 external financial
savings demonstrate the financial value of the service. The ability to reduce waste by a sizeable 27,000kg
is also highly beneficial and a wider roll-out of the service is clearly warranted.
“From launching the UniGreenScheme pilot in April 2016 the scheme has gone from strength to strength
and exceeded all our expectations. It has been an exciting 12 months.
UniGreenScheme benefits our Colleges, Schools and Professional Service Departments, turning waste into
cash through sale. The reuse of equipment very much supports the University’s Carbon Management Plan
by reducing waste and avoiding CO2 emissions. It’s a simple and sustainable win for all.” - Peter Larkin,
Policy and Environmental Services Manager, University of Birmingham.

“A brilliantly simple idea. Universities get money back for things they no longer want, and do their bit for
the environment and the same time.” – Paul Adams, Careers Network

“I fully endorse this scheme and think it will have an immediate and lasting effect on how the university
does business in the future.” – Steve Allen, Building Manager, School of Sport and Exercise Sciences

“It saves a lot of time simply phoning UniGreenScheme to take away items, and the turnaround is quick
as well.” – Mohammed Zafar, School of Biosciences

“UniGreenScheme has been of enormous benefit to our department. We often have to clear spaces at
very short notice, and their quick, professional service has allowed us to reuse and resell a lot of
equipment.” – Oliver Ireson, Centre for Learning and Development

“Mike and his team from Unigreen are a pleasure to deal with. Redundant equipment we normally have
trouble disposing of (sometimes paying to get it removed) has been collected and sold by them
generating extra money for us. They are very reliable and arrive when they say they will. All equipment
is removed carefully and the area is left clean and tidy when they have finished.” – Dave Boylin, School
of Chemical Engineering

